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The Delaplaine W. H. AUDEN - His Essential Quotations 2017-02-01
in this lively gambol through the history of quotations and quotation books gary saul morson
traces our enduring fascination with the words of others ranging from the remote past to the
present he explores the formation development and significance of quotations while exploring the
verbal museums in which they have been collected and displayed commonplace books treasuries and
anthologies in his trademark clear witty and provocative style morson invites readers to share
his delight in the shortest literary genre the author defines what makes a quote quotable as well
as the unexpected differences between quotation and misquotation he describes how quotations form
transform and may eventually become idioms how much of language itself is the residue of former
quotations weaving in hundreds of intriguing quotations common and unusual morson explores how
the words of others constitute essential elements in the formation of a culture and of the self
within that culture in so doing he provides a demonstration of that very process captured in the
pages of this extraordinary new book

The Words of Others 2011-06-28
aphorisms are not witticisms or epigrams but general truths succinctly stated this anthology
contains 3000 quotations from a wide variety of aphorists ranging from heraclitus to ogden nash
as well as jane austen pascal freud goethe the duke of wellington shaw jean cocteau and many more

The Faber Book of Aphorisms 1989
attempts to isolate and describe the characteristic poetic mode in which auden has worked for
more than thirty years originally published in 1965 the princeton legacy library uses the latest
print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the
goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905

Rebuilding Babel: The Translations of W.H. Auden 2021-11-15
an irresistible account of a little known literary salon and creative commune in 1940s brooklyn
the washington post book world a san francisco chronicle best book of the year february house is
the true story of an extraordinary experiment in communal living one involving young but already
iconic writers and america s best known burlesque performer in a house at 7 middagh street in
brooklyn it was a fevered yearlong party fueled by the appetites of youth and a shared sense of
urgency to take action as artists in the months before the country entered world war ii in spite
of the sheer intensity of life at 7 middagh the house was for its residents a creative crucible
carson mccullers s two masterpieces the member of the wedding and the ballad of the sad cafe were
born bibulously in brooklyn gypsy rose lee workmanlike by day party girl by night wrote her book
the g string murders in her middagh street bedroom w h auden who along with benjamin britten was
being excoriated back in england for absenting himself from the war presided over the house like
a peevish auntie collecting rent money and dispensing romantic advice and yet all the while he
was composing some of the most important work of his career enlivened by primary sources and an
unforgettable story this tale of daily life at the most fertile and improbable live in salon of
the twentieth century comes from the acclaimed author of inside the dream palace the life and
times of new york s legendary chelsea hotel brimming with information the personalities she
depicts are indelibly drawn los angeles times book review magnificent not to mention funny and
raunchy the seattle times

Poetic Art of W.H. Auden 2015-12-08
this hilarious collection of humorous quotations full of wisecracks and wit snappy comments and
inspired fantasy has been specially compiled by the late broadcaster and raconteur ned sherrin
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with a foreword by leading british satirist alistair beaton now packed with even more quotes and
covering more subjects than before from weddings to the supernatural australia to headlines find
the best lines from your favourite jokesters and wordsmiths add that extra something to a speech
or presentation or just enjoy a good laugh a chair is a piece of furniture i am not a chair
because no one has ever sat on me ann widdecombe on the announcement that parliamentary language
will now be gender neutral no wonder bob geldof is such an expert on famine he s been feeding off
i don t like mondays for 30 years russell brand on deciding to run for governor of california the
most difficult decision i ve ever made in my entire life except for the one in 1978 when i
decided to get a bikini wax arnold schwarzenegger wanting to know an author because you like his
work is like wanting to know a duck because you like p acirc t eacute margaret atwood i am so
sorry we have to stop there i have just come to the end of my personality quentin crisp closing
down an interview

February House 2016-07-26
w h auden is unquestionably one of the most fascinating and influential literary figures of the
twentieth century his formal innovations in poetry and drama have immeasurably affected modern
literary consciousness as have his reactive views about political and literary trends at the time
he wrote the prolific and the devourer auden was moving away from his vocal marxism of the 1930s
toward a committed christianity in the 1940s and beyond the prolific and the devourer sheds new
light on the personal and public worlds he inhabited philosophically drawing the line between the
position of the artist and that of the politician the book takes its title and in part its form
from william blake s the marriage of heaven and hell in auden s interpretation the prolific are
those who produce the farmer the skilled worker the scientist the cook the innkeeper the doctor
the teacher the athlete the artist the devourers are the political types who depend on what is
already produced for their well being the judges policemen critics these are the real lower
orders the low sly lives whom no decent person should receive in his house as in blake the
sections and subsections of auden s book are unified and propelled by the oracular need to
express the key components of human nature the first section contains a series of aphoristic
statements and personal reflections that usher us into the enormous territory to be explored in
the second section auden chooses examples from politics religion and literature to expound his
views on human and historical evolution the third section examines the characters of the prolific
and the devourer in relation to catholic protestant andromantic traditions and to socialist and
fascist beliefs the question and answer form employed in the final section allows auden to reveal
his inner struggle to reach some understanding of god the supernatural and pacifism at a time
when spiritual and political values are co

The Complete Works of W.H. Auden: 1969-1973. 2015 1988
a selection of favorite quotes that the celebrated literary critic has collected over the decades
from dwight garner the new york times book critic comes a rollicking irreverent scabrous
amazingly alive selection of unforgettable moments from forty years of wide and deep reading
garner s quotations is like no commonplace book you ll ever read if you ve ever wondered what s
really going on in the world of letters today this book will make you sit up and take notice
unputdownable

Oxford Dictionary of Humorous Quotations 2008-09-25
writer broadcaster and wit gyles brandreth has completely revised ned sherrin s classic
collection of wisecracks one liners and anecdotes add sparkle to your speeches and presentations
or just enjoy a good laugh in company with oscar wilde mark twain joan rivers kathy lette frankie
boyle and friends

The Prolific And The Devourer 1996-06-01
recent u s poet laureate mark strand examines the work of frequently misunderstood american
painter edward hopper whose enigmatic paintings of gas stations storefronts cafeterias and hotel
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rooms number among the most powerful of our time featured in a series of upcoming museum lectures
illustrations throughout

Garner's Quotations 2020-11-10
the tracer s goals are to identify the source of a quotation to find or to produce detailed
citation based on a reliable edition of the work to find an authoritative text of the passage
being traced and to do all this in the shortest time possible and with the least possible amount
of effort

Oxford Dictionary of Humorous Quotations 2013-10-17
poesi og prosa og meget andet i udvalg

PROLIFIC & DEVOURER 1993-11-21
virginia woolf s career was shaped by her impression of the conflict between poetry and the novel
a conflict she often figured as one between masculine and feminine old and new bound and free in
large part for feminist reasons woolf promoted the triumph of the novel over poetry even as she
adapted some of poetry s techniques for the novel in order to portray the inner life woolf
considered poetry the rival form to the novel a monograph on woolf s sense of genre rivalry thus
offers a thorough reinterpretation of the motivations and aims of her canonical work drawing on
unpublished archival material and little known publications the book combines biography book
history formal analysis genetic criticism source study and feminist literary history woolf s
attitude towards poetry is framed within contexts of wide scholarly interest the decline of the
lyric poem the rise of the novel the gendered associations with these two genres elegy in prose
and verse and the history of english studies virginia woolf and poetry makes three important
contributions it clarifies a major prompt for woolf s poetic prose it exposes the genre rivalry
that was creatively generative to many modernist writers and it details how holding an ideology
of a genre can shape literary debates and aesthetics

The Viking Book of Aphorisms 1966
joseph brodsky one of the most prominent contemporary american poets is also among the finest
living poets in the russian language nevertheless his poetry and the crucial bilingual dimension
of his poetic world are still insufficiently understood by western audiences how did the russian
born brodsky arrive at his present status as an international man of letters and american poet
laureate has he been created by his bilingual experience or has he fashioned the bilingual self
as a necessary precondition for writing poetry in the first place here david bethea suggests that
the key to brodsky perhaps the last of the great russian poets in the bardic mode is in his
relation to others or the other brodsky s master trope turns out to be triangular vision the
tendency to mediate a prior model dante with a closer model mandelstam in the creation of a
palimpsest like text in which the poet is implicated as a triangulated hybrid of these earlier
incarnations in pursuing this theme bethea compares and contrasts brodsky to the poet s favorite
models donne auden mandelstam and tsvetaeva and analyzes his fundamental differences with nabokov
the only russian exile of brodsky s stature to rival him as a bilingual phenomenon various
critical paradigms are used throughout the study as foils to brodsky s thinking originally
published in 1994 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to
again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Quote Sleuth 1990
over 11 000 of these 18 000 quotations have never before appeared in a quotation book chosen not
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for their familiarity but for their quality and their relevance in the 1990s these provocative
quotations cover subjects from adolescence and adoption to yuppies and zoos

A Certain World 1982
alphabetically arranged by author foreign quotations are followed by a prose translation

Virginia Woolf and Poetry 2021-06-10
this absorbing anthology includes insightful sayings from major figures in christian history as
well as from the bible making it an ideal companion for every stage of the spiritual journey

Joseph Brodsky and the Creation of Exile 2014-07-14
w h auden is perhaps the most important english language poet of the 20th century he produced
marvelous poems even in his last days however critics and reviewers not only have not recognized
the aesthetics of the poetry auden wrote after 1965 but they have ignored or made prejudiced and
disparaging remarks about it thus diverting subsequent critical and popular attention from its
remarkable virtues the aim of w h auden s poetry mythos theory and practice is to clarify auden s
career long interest in poetic theory and above all to show how his changing thoughts about
poetry impelled him towards the production of the last three volumes of his verse because it
links the poet s biographia literaria and his aesthetic vision this book will appeal to poets as
well as to students of writing particularly those interested in the creative process and its
correlation to artistic forms students of 20th century american and british literature will find
in these pages a comprehensive survey of auden s thoughts about his art and the poetry of his
predecessors as well as of his contemporaries teachers of auden s works will appreciate the
strong light such a survey casts on auden s poetic practice engineers and architects physicists
and biologists cultural critics social scientists philosophers and especially gestalt
psychologists might well enjoy reading about the ways their fields have intersected and
influenced the thinking of one of the twentieth century s most brilliant and courageous poets

The Columbia Dictionary of Quotations 1993
a groundbreaking reassessment of w h auden s early life and poetry shedding new light on his
artistic development as well as on his shifting beliefs about political belonging in interwar
england from his first poems in 1922 to the publication of his landmark collection on this island
in the mid 1930s w h auden wrestled with the meaning of englishness his early works are prized
for their psychological depth yet nicholas jenkins argues that they are political poems as well
illuminating auden s intuitions about a key aspect of modern experience national identity two
historical forces in particular haunted the poet the catastrophe of world war i and the
subsequent rediscovery of england s rural landscapes by artists and intellectuals the island
presents a new picture of auden the poet and the man as he explored a genteel lyrical form of
nationalism during these years his poems reflect on a world in ruins while cultivating visions of
england as a beautiful if morally compromised haven they also reflect aspects of auden s personal
search for belonging from his complex relationship with his father to his quest for literary
mentors to his negotiation of the codes that structured gay life yet as europe veered toward a
second immolation auden began to realize that poetic myths centered on english identity held
little potential he left the country in 1936 for what became an almost lifelong expatriation
convinced that his role as the voice of englishness had become an empty one reexamining one of
the twentieth century s most moving and controversial poets the island is a fresh account of his
early works and a striking parable about the politics of modernism auden s preoccupations with
the vicissitudes of war the trials of love and the problems of identity are of their time yet
they still resonate profoundly today

The Penguin Dictionary of Quotations 1977
america is a land of wonders in which everything is in constant motion and every change seems an
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improvement no natural boundary seems to be set to the efforts of man and in his eyes what is not
yet done is only what he has not yet attempted to do alexis de tocqueville democracy in america
1835 americans will pay a big price for an invention that will help them save time they don t
know what to do with anonymous this collection of quotations both serious and humorous about
america is divided into 19 main topics the nation the american people places nature mind the
individual human relations social life culture and media literature and language religion and
belief past and future history war and the military international relations politics and
government law and order business and economy and food each main topic is divided into subtopics
for example culture and media has these architecture art charlie chaplin dance fashion
intellectuals marilyn monroe movies music elvis presley and television the author attributes each
quote to its speaker author or composer and wherever possible provides the date of the quote and
the name of the work in which it was published in the case of uncertainty about the exact date of
a quote the author provides the birth and death dates of the person to whom the quote is
attributed also included are a keyword and subject index and a speaker index

The Westminster Collection of Christian Quotations 2001-01-01
collects the words of americans from all walks of life presenting more than five thousand entries
in a browser friendly cross referenced and single column format that encompasses more than five
hundred topics

W.H. Auden's Poetry 2009
written with characteristic verve quotation marks considers among other subjects how we depend
upon the most quotable men and women in history using great writers to bolster what we ourselves
have to say the entertaining turns and reversals of marjorie garber s arguments offer the rare
pleasure of a true essayist

The Island 2024-06-11
informative and fascinating this is an innovative reference work that sets anew standard for
usefulness in quotation books

America in Quotations 2015-08-31
the republication of this book resurrects a landmark volume hailed when published as the first
major effort to assess modern poetry from the point of view of its contributions to the spiritual
life of our times resting on the assumption that poetry offers a mirror in which the world can
know itself and in which it can read its deepest dilemmas and its deepest omens wilder explores
the work of w b yeats ezra pound robert frost d h lawrence t s eliot conrad aiken archibald
macleish hart crane w h auden kenneth patchen and robinson jeffers among others wilder
investigates the ethical and religious attitudes behind these works the sources behind them and
their importance for religious and spiritual life in the modern era the author also discusses the
work of leading critics and provides a guide and bibliography to the sources of modernism s roots
in america and abroad as well as biographical sketches of the poets and critics discussed

The Reader's Quotation Book 1999
this book brings together about 2 500 quotations on various topics of interest to scientists and
engineers including students of stem disciplines careful curation of the material by the editor
provides the reader with far greater value than can be obtained by searching the internet the
quotes have been selected for various attributes including importance of topic depth of insight
and not least wit with many of them satisfying all these criteria to make sequential reading of
the quotes more engaging they are grouped into broad topical sections and the entries within each
section are organized thematically forming quasi continuous narrative threads the text and
authorship of each quote have been carefully verified and the most popular cases of misquotation
and misattribution are noted the book represents a valuable resource for those writing science
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and engineering articles as well as being a joy to read in its own right

The Oxford Dictionary of American Quotations 2006
this set comprises of 40 volumes covering nineteenth and twentieth century european and american
authors these volumes will be available as a complete set mini boxed sets by theme or as
individual volumes this second set compliments the first 68 volume set of critical heritage
published by routledge in october 1995

Quotation Marks 2016-05-06
an examination of professional authorship in the us during the 20th century west english
pennsylvania state u describes the changing professional situation faced by writers of fiction
and poetry he includes discussions of authorship publishing book distribution the trade editor
the literary agent the magazine market subsidiary rights and the blockbuster mentality he deals
with both well known and lesser known literary figures but always with the public author the
serious artist intent on reaching a large audience and making a living from writing annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Macmillan Dictionary of Quotations 1989
presents a collection of quotations about books and reading from politcal figures writers and
celebrities including mark twain oprah winfrey w h auden jerry seinfeld and virginia wolf among
others

The Spiritual Aspects of the New Poetry 2014-05-06
an ongoing seminar led by ronald thiemann of harvard divinity school took the arts as the point
of departure for consideration of the role of religion in public life particularly the ways in
which lutheran intellectuals and academics might participate the emergence of religious meaning
in the arts especially music and literature and the nature of the spirituality that results are
considered by the seminar participants curt thompson gregg muilenburg bruce heggen carol
gilbertson kathryn p duffy karen black kathryn ananda owens james hanson

Essential Quotes for Scientists and Engineers 2021-02-27
social science quotations has been prepared to meet an evident unmet need in the literature of
the social sciences writings on the lives and theories of individual social scientists abound but
there has been no fully documented collection of memorable quotations from the social sciences as
a whole the frequent use of quotations in scientific as well as literary writings that are mere
summaries or paraphrases typically fail to capture the full force of formulations that have made
quotations memorable this book of quotations invites the further reading or rereading of the
original texts beyond the quotations themselves sills and merton draw extensively upon the
writings that constitute the historical core of the social sciences and social thought those
works with staying power often described as the classical texts many quotations have been drawn
from these classical texts because the quotations contain memorable ideas memorably expressed
both consequential and memorable these words have been quoted over the generations entering into
the collective memory of social scientists everywhere and at times diffusing into popular thought
and into the vernacular as well this book is useful to social scientists anthropologists
economists historians political scientists psychiatrists psychologists sociologists and
statisticians and for all who want to learn or verify memorable formulations and phrases
concerning social thought and social theories it is particularly useful for graduate students
taking courses that examine the history of their discipline

W.H. Auden 2002-09-11
presents 2 800 quotations arranged in alphabetical order by subject
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American Authors and the Literary Marketplace Since 1900 1990
from its first appearance in 1855 to its recently published sixteenth edition bartlett s familiar
quotations has set the standard for books of quotations now for the first time more than 900 of
the most endearing expressive and impassioned sayings about love romantic passionate matrimonial
familial patriotic spiritual have been carefully selected from the more than 20 000 quotations in
bartlett s

Books and Reading 2002-08-14
the radical effects of the 16th century reformation have been felt through generations and have
profoundly shaped theology james william mcclendon explores the impact of these effects for the
heirs of the reformation in his celebrated three volume systematic theology with a new
introduction by curtis w freeman these comprehensive volumes elucidate a distinctly baptist
vision of theology through mcclendon s exposition of christian ethics doctrine and witness in so
doing mcclendon provides readers with a robust vision for understanding scripture the church and
the christian s place within the world

The Dictionary of Biographical Quotation of British and American
Subjects 1978
in bryon s shadow draws on a wide range of sources to create a model for literary history that
synthesizes literary investigation and cultural studies to develop a fuller understanding of the
historical forces influencing the anglo american conception of modern greece jacket

Translucence 2018-04-27
in this collection of over 2 000 quotations you will find reflections both past and present on
all aspects of love from meeting and courtship to marriage and death authors as diverse as
charles dickens and zsa zsa gabor capture the comedy tragedy and euphoria of love

Social Science Quotations 1980

The Quotable Quotations Book 2009-10-31

Bartlett's Book of Love Quotations 2002-09

Systematic Theology 2002

In Byron's Shadow 1999

Oxford Love Quotations
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